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REGRESSIONANALYSIS
IN WHAT FOLLOWS, regression models are first employed to answer
these questions: How close are the relations between shipments and
orders received currently and in the past? What lags characterize these
relations? How sensitive are the results to differences in the methods
used? The analysis proceeds from simple correlations for varying lags
through multiple regressions with several lagged terms, to assumed
forms of lag structure such as geometric and second-order distribu-
tions; a two-stage procedure using a linear combination of past orders
as an "instrumental variable" is also applied. The lag estimates thus
obtained are then compared with each other and with the results of the
timing comparisons at turning points.
In the second part of the chapter, predictive equations are examined
that use only past values of new orders, not the values concurrent with
shipments. Here a model is estimated in which the lag coefficients of
new orders are made to depend on the ratios of unfilled orders to ship-
ments, so that when these ratios increase, indicating a rise in the rates
of capacity utilization, the influence of recent orders decreases relative
to that of orders of the more distant past. The performance of this
model is compared with the results of regressions with fixed lag coeffi-
cients applied to the same series on shipments and new orders. This
section also presents some estimates based on transformed variables
that take account of observed autocorrelations in the residuals from a
few selected distributed-lag equations.
The regressions are fitted to both monthly and quarterly data, sea-
sonally adjusted, for total manufacturing, its durable and nondurable
goods sectors, and seven major durable goods industries. The periods
covered are 1947—65 for the sectoral aggregates and 1953—65 for the
major-industry series. These are all the published data classified by176Relationships Between New Orders, Production, and Shipments
industry groups that were available for such computations from the
current statistics of the Bureau of the Census. Earlier, some rather
fragmentary work with distributed-lag regressions was done on the
pre-1963 major-industry series of new orders and shipments compiled
by the Office of Business Economics (see Appendix G on the results
of this exploration).
Because of aggregation problems, the variability of the lags, and the
importance of production to stock, net new orders received by an
industry must inevitably leave much to be desired as predictors of the
industry's shipments. Nevertheless, new orders presumably provide
the best available tool for prediction of shipments or sales in a large
area of manufacturing.
The analysis does not cover regressions in which production rather
than shipments appears as the dependent variable. While the values or
volumes of production and shipments are highly correlated for indus-
tries working to order, the relations for production are interesting in
their own right. Such relations, involving changes in output and in
orders received or on hand, would provide tools for a study of short-
term production scheduling. They receive some attention in Chapter 6.
Estimates of Average Distributed-Lag Relations
Between New Orders and Shipments of Major
Manufacturing Industries
Simple Correlations for Varying Lags
As the first step in analyzing the relations between new orders (N)
and shipments (S) by means of regression and correlation measures,
simple correlations between seasonally adjusted values of N1 and
were examined for different values of the lag i. The lags of shipments
(=leadsof new orders) are assumed to vary from zero to six months in
this analysis. This range is in a broad sense consistent with the results
of our earlier comparisons of turning-point dates in the aggregate cur-
rent-value series for N and S (Chapter 4).1
Thedecision to use seasonally adjusted data in this regression analy-
sis is motivated by our general intention to concentrate on nonseasonal
and particularly on cyclical movements and the underlying relations.
'These comparisons occasionally yield long leads of orders, of nine to twelve months, or even
more; butmost of the leadsare much shorter, and the postwar averages for all manufacturing and
the total durable goods and nondurable goods sectors are —3.1, —5.1, and —2.0 months, respectively
(see Table 4-7,column9).Regression Analysis 177
But the procedure could lead to considerable errors if the seasonal ad-
justments involved were seriously deficient and especially if a consist-
ent seasonal pattern existed in the discrepancies between new orders
and shipments. According to our tests, however, this is not the case.
Regressions based on seasonally unadjusted data are not greatly im-
proved when dummy variables are added to represent the seasonal
components of the relations between N and S; the coefficients of these
dummy terms are, for the most part, small relative to their standard
errors. The results of these regressions are similar to those obtained by
using the seasonally adjusted series for N and S (see below, p. 184).
For total manufacturing and total nondurables, simultaneous timing
of new orders and shipments yields the highest correlation coefficient
(r).Thecorrelations decline steadily but very slowly as shipments are
lagged by increasing intervals of from one to six months. This is sum-
marized in Table 5-1, which gives the highest and lowest rcoefficients
and identifies the lags of shipments that are associated with these cor-
relations (see columns 1—3, which relate to monthly series). For ex-
ample, for all manufacturing, rvariesmerely from .984 (for I =0)to
.974 (for i =6).
For the total durable goods sector, the coefficients first increase and
then decrease steadily, reaching the highest value at I =2and the
lowest at i =6,but again differing little. Although very high, these
correlations are lower than those for total nondurables and also some-
what below those for all manufacturing. This would be expected, since
andare assumed to be equal for the greater part of the nondurable
goods sector which consists of industries that do not report unfilled
orders. Thusand St have here a large common component, which
biases their correlation toward unity.
This source of bias is removed when only the industries reporting
unfilled orders are included in the all-manufacturing and all-nondur-
ables aggregates. Such "advance orders" series can be computed from
the currently available Census data for the period since 1953, and the
correlations based on these estimates are summarized in Table 5-1.
They are, of course, always lower than the correlations for the series
that include the nondurable "shelf-goods" industries.2
2Forcomparability, calculations, limited to the 1953—65 period, were also made for the more
comprehensive aggregates. These yield correlations that differ very little from the corresponding
statistics for 1947—65 listed on the first six lines of Table 5-I. Thus, for all manufacturing, 1953—65,
varies from .965 to .928 as I increases from 0 to 6 months; for total nondurables, the coefficient



























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































.180Relationships Between New Orders, Production, and Shipments
Among the niajor components of the durable goods sector, nonelec-
trical machinery ranks first according to the average correlations
between N and S (proceeding from the largest to the smallest). Here r
increases steadily from .960 to .969 as i rises from 0 to 3, then de-
creases steadily to .963 as i is extended further to six months. For
electrical machinery, the correlations are just slightly lower, but they
decline from the beginning, i.e., r is largest at i =0,and it gets smaller
as the length of the lag increases. Similar patterns of declining r prevail
also in fabricated metal products, the group of other durable goods, and
transportation equipment including motor vehicles (where the range of
the r values is relatively large). The lowest correlations and the largest
differences among them are found in total primary metals and, particu-
larly, in the blast furnaces and steel mills subdivision (Table 5-1).
The monthly regressions are affected, probably often strongly, by
random effects, such as strikes, which would have their main impact
upon both N and S at about the same time. This tends to produce a
correlation betweenand St even if no orders were filled in the same
month as received.3 It is not clear how this source of simultaneity bias
could be removed; it is present in all the lagged regression models to
be analyzed, but presumably in different degrees. Some models imply
less emphasis upon the very short movements in the series than do
other models, and more emphasis upon the longer movements; and the
above argument gives a reason for preferring the models that do so.
It should be noted that the primary metals series are particularly
vulnerable to strike-related disturbances. While approximately simul-
taneous, the reactions of N and S to such events often differ substan-
tially in intensity. During the large steel strikes, shipments of primary
metals dropped off suddenly and drastically, then recovered just as
rapidly, while new orders showed much smaller dips that were oc-
casionally, as in 1956, within the range of their usual month-to-month
variations (see Chart 3-2, lines 1 and 2).
The smallness of the differences between the correlation coefficients
that result from varying the lags i suggests that the series involved are
highly autocorrelated. If S1 is almost as closely associated with N1_1
as with N1, for example, then N1 and N1_1 are probably also closely
correlated with each other. That this should be so is not surprising
since, on this level of aggregation, expansions and contractions of new
am indebted to Geoffrey Moore for suggesting this point.Regression Analysis 181
orders are cumulative movements, and shipments must reproduce or
follow these movements in smoother form. As noted in Chapter 2,
there are several reasons why the lags of shipments behind new orders
are presumably distributed and variable rather than discrete and con-
stant. In sum, the measures given in Table 5-1 portend major difficulties
in properly identifying the structure of these lags. Where relations with
several different lags are all very close, discrimination among various
combinations of the lags is likely to be a troublesome problem.
Working with quarterly rather than monthly data may help to reduce
these problems. First, there are then fewer possible specifications of
the lag structure. Second, autocorrelation is often greater as the suc-
cessive values of the series move closer together in time. Finally, it is
likely that the erratic or "random noise" component will be smaller in
the quarterly than in the monthly series.
Simple correlations between quarterly (seasonally adjusted) series
on new orders and shipments were compared for (1) simultaneous
timing of N and S; (2) a one-quarter lag of S; and (3) a two-quarter lag
of S. For most of the industries, the highest correlations are obtained
under timing assumption (I) and the lowest under (3): that is, the co-
efficients rdeclineas the lags in quarters increase (Table 5-1, columns
4—6). In some cases—the groups of industries reporting unfilled orders,
and blast furnaces and nonelectrical machinery —thetiming relation-
ship that maximizes correlation is the one-quarter lag of shipments
rather than simultaneity.4 However, the differences between the cor-
relations for varying lags tend to be quite small,just as for the monthly
data. The largest differences are again those for the primary metals
industry and its blast furnaces division.
The number of quarterly observations for any industry is, of course,
only one-third of that of monthly observations. Table 5-1 presents, for
both sets of series, coefficients of determination adjusted for numbers
of observations and constants in the estimating equations,(columns
3 and 6). Comparisons of these statistics suggest that the quarterly
correlations are somewhat closer than the monthly ones for similar
lags (that is, when coincident timing is used in both cases, or lags of
three months and one quarter, or lags of six months and two quarters).
Reflecting this rule, the coefficients in column 6 of the table all exceed
their counterparts in column 3.
Indeed, for nonelectrical machinery (Table 5-1, "machinery, except electrical"), coincident
timing produces a lower correlation than either of the alternative assumptions about the delivery lag.182Relationships Between New Orders, Production, and Shipments
Multiple with Several Lagged Terms
Shipments in any unit period (month or quarter) conclude the process
of filling orders received either in the same or in some previous period.
Assume that a firm gets new orders for its xth product in each month
and always produces and delivers exactly one-half of the number of
units ordered in the same month (t), three-tenths in the next month
(t + 1), and two-tenths in the following month (t + 2). The relation
between new orders and shipments for X would then be expressed by
an exact functional form:
St =O.5n1+ + O.2n1_2, (1)
using the notation introduced in Chapter 2. Referring to equation (1)
there,a0= O.5,a1 =O.3,anda2= 1,where
the summation is over i =0,1, 2. The "relevant past" here includes
only the two previous months. The lag is distributed, not discrete, but
its structure is given and constant.
It is clear that this hypothetical case does not represent the way in
which orders are actually translated into output and shipments. If it
did, the time path of output and shipments would be completely de-
termined by, and hence perfectly predictable from, the recent course
of new orders. In the real world, except in the trivial case where new
orders and shipments coincide so as to be for all practical purposes
identical, the relations between these variables are not exact but
stochastic. The coefficientsare not fixed but changing, and they are
as a rule unknown. The changes in them may (though need not) be
themselves partly systematic. Some of the reasons why this should be
so have already been discussed.
Nevertheless, the unrealistic case exemplified by (1) above has some
instructive aspects. It incorporates the valid concept of a basic dis-
tributed-lag relationship between shipments and new orders: in any
reasonably defined (not excessively long) time period, the former may
be taken to be a weighted sum of the past (and perhaps current) values
of the latter. Since all of new orders received in any period must sooner
or later result in output and shipments, except for cancellations, it is
likewise true that all shipments made in any period must be traceable
to orders that had at some time been accepted. In other words, the co-
efficients in an equation relating observedto the terms (1 =0,
1,. ..,m)should add up to unity, given that new orders are taken net
of cancellations and for all relevant past periods up to the present.Regression Analysis 183
Multiple regressions withas the dependent variable and several
terms as the independent variables offer the most direct method of
exploring these relationships. This approach, however, faces a major
difficulty if the new-order series are highly autocorrelated. Close cor-
relation among independent variables may preclude a reliable estima-
tion of their separate influences upon the dependent variable.5 For
example, ifand are highly correlated, then their joint use in a
regression equation designed to "explain" St would result in very large
standard errors of their regression coefficients. This so-called multi-
collinearity problem is, of course, quite familiar in relations among
economic time series.
We proceed with the following experiment using monthly series:
Regress St first onand next on these two terms plus and
so on, until seven terms are included (Nt_i; i =0,..., 6).This re-
sults, for each industry, in six successive least-square estimates of
shipments, which have the form (Sijestaj + = —
wherethe summation is from I =0toj (j =1,...,6).The addition of
another term typically reduces the regression coefficient of the pre-
ceding term but increases the sum of the coefficients as shown,

















This is a matter of degree. It is immediately clear that in the extreme case of perfect correlation
between any two explanatory variables either one of them could be used just as well as the other, and
there would be no reason to use both. In the much more likely case of high but not perfect correla-
tion, the estimated parameters may or may not have an unsatisfactorily low level of accuracy.184Relationships Between New Orders, Production, and Shipments
In this case, the terms that definitely retain significance, as indicated
by the size of their coefficients relative to the corresponding standard
errors (which are given in parentheses), are the first and the last of the
independent variables in each equation, that is N1 and Apparently
because of the autocorrelation of new orders, the effects on S1 of the
intermediate terms cannot be neatly separated but are largely absorbed
in the coefficientsand b2, of each jth equation (j= ..., 6).The
last coefficient may also include the influence of the omitted terms with
lags greater thanj. These results are consistent with the plausible con-
dition that the correlation between N1 and weakens as i increases.
The sum of the regression coefficients, already high in the first equa-
tion with two terms only, increases by small steps but steadily as the
number of the N1_1 variables is increased. The constant termsde-
cline greatly, in absolute size and relative to their standard errors, but
even in the last equation (j= 6),ajisstill more than twice as large as
its error and hence probably significant.6 The ratio of a6 to the average
level of new orders in the sample period is 0.470/13.705 =0.0343,
which, when added to 0.9659,totalsapproximately 1.000.
Although some of the terms have coefficients that appear to
lack statistical significance, the determination coefficients adjusted for
the number of degrees of freedom increase steadily as the variables
representing longer lags are added. There seems to be no plausible
reason why the degree of intercorrelation among the explanatory vari-
ables should have any systematic or biasing effects on the estimates of
the over-all multiple correlation.7
When seasonally unadjusted data (denoted by the superscript u) are
used, the following estimate is obtained with three new-order terms:
=.919+ + + =.926;= .938
(.060)(.071) (.060)
where the summation of the b's is over i =0,1, 2. This equation may
be compared with that for (S21)est in seasonally adjusted values (see
data, p. 183, above). Some similarities will be noted; e.g., in each case,
the coefficient of the second N term (for t —1)is not significant. The
6Withas many as 222observations, the ratiot= 0.469610.2240=2.096wouldbe exceededby
chance only about once in thirty trials (3—4 per cent significance level).
'J.Johnston, Econometric Methods, New York,1963,pp.204—206. A related point is that "if
forecasting is a primary objective, then intercorrelation of explanatory variables may not be too
serious, provided it may reasonably be expected to continue in the future" (ibid.,p.207).Regression Analysis 185
sum of the I, coefficients is here somewhat lower, the value of R2
slightly higher. When eleven monthly dummy variables (Dk)arein-
cluded along with .the terms, israised just a little. The co-
efficients (dk) of five of the eleven dummy terms are lower than their
standard errors, and two of the others are of doubtful significance. It is
well to observe that the results of the regression with the dummy
seasonals (with the summation of dD taken over k =1,2, 3,..., 11;
and of b over I =0,1, 2)
=.916+ + + +
are quite similar to those reported for the seasonally adjusted data in
the table above. These tests suggest that working with series corrected
for seasonal variations gives satisfactory results, at least for our
present purposes.
4pplications to Monthly Series
The results of fitting the six estimating equations to the monthly
Census data for each of the major manufacturing industries are sum-
marized in Table 5-2. The sums of the regression coefficients, 1b1,,
taken from i =0to j,typicallycontinue to increase with i until all
seven terms (i =0,...,6)are included. That is, the lowest of
these estimates is forj =1and the highest forj =6(column 1). These
cumulative increases are interrupted only in a few isolated instances as
all but four of the coefficients in the range considered are positive (see
column 2 and note i). The corresponding R2 coefficients similarly in-
crease in this range, with two exceptions (see column 3 and note 1).
The outcome for all manufacturing (1947—65) is much like that for
the durable goods sector: again, the most significant terms areand
where jdenotesthe largest lag, associated with the last term in
each of the six equations (column 4). Theand R2 estimates are
somewhat higher. The fits for the nondurable goods sector are, to be
sure, still closer; the constant terms are not significant here, and the
shorter lag terms are dominant (column 4). The totals in column 2, the
sums of the b's, approximate unity for all manufacturing and total non-










































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































1188Relationships Between New Orders, Production, and Shipments
Notes to Table 5-2
aTheform of the estimating equation is
S1 =+ +
Theindex jidentifiesthe number of terms of (i = ., j)includedin the given
regression. The number varies from two (i =0,1) to seven (i =0,..., 6).See text.
The values of jincolumn 1 refer to the equations with the lowest (first line of entries
for the industry) and highest (second line) estimated sums of regression coefficients
shown in column 2, and adjusted coefficients of multiple determination (R2), in
column 3.
bIdentifiesthe time subscripts i of those terms of (I =0,..., 6)with Iratios
of substantial statistical significance (generally, tratiosof 2.0 and more, values which
always exceed those at the 0.05 probability level and often exceed the 0.01 level).
CSelectedfor each industry from the six estimating equations (Sii)est= aj +
obtained by varyingj from I to 6 (see columns 1—4 and notes above). For all but two in-
dustries, these regressions include all seven terms (1=0, 1,. .., 6),that is,j6.
For primary metals and blast furnaces, etc., the highest R2 is observed when four terms
of (1 =0,..., 3)are used as independent variables, that is,j= 3. The values off
that maximize arelisted in column 1; the corresponding values of incolumn 3.
dThestandard error of the constant term (a,) is given underneath in parentheses.
eIneach regression, there arej + 1 regression coefficients bf (i =0,1,. .., j).Column
6 identifies the subscripts of I of the largest, second largest, and third largest of the re-
gression coefficients, in that order. The values of these coefficients are given in columns
7, 8, and 9; their standard errors are given underneath in parentheses. Column 10 shows
the sums of the three largest coefficients (i.e., the totals of the corresponding entries in
columns 7—9, except for slight differences due to rounding of these entries). These sums
may be compared with the second line of entries for each industry in column 2 (see text).
Computed by multiplying the lags I by the corresponding regression coefficients b,
and adding the product. Based on regressions of St on N1_, (1= 0, 1,.. ., 6).See text
and note 7.
gThenumber of monthly observations, given in parentheses, represents the effective
sample size for each of the industries covered in the section that follows.
hIncludesone coefficient with negative sign.
'Includes all durable goods industries and the four nondurable goods industries re-
porting unfilled orders (see notej).
Includes textiles, leather, paper, and printing and publishing. —
k Thefirst of the jvaluesidentifies the equation with the highest observed R2; the
second, the equation with the largest observed (Elsewhere, only one entry forj is
given, indicating that the same equation produces the minimum or maximum observed
values of bothand R2.)
'Based on equations with f =6(see preceding footnote). The estimated average lags
forj =3are 1.23 for total primary metals and 1.13 months for blast furnaces.
Includes professional and scientific instruments; lumber; furniture; stone, clay, and
glass products; and miscellaneous industries.Regression Analysis 189
For the nondurable goods industries reporting unfilled orders (1953—
65), the regression coefficients also add up to about 1.000, and R2 is
very high, but for all industries reporting, the results are less satis-
factory. Substantial differences among the major durable goods in-
dustries are indicated. Thus the estimates fall in the ranges 0.84—
0.88 (fabricated metals, machinery) and 0.74—0.80 (transportation
equipment and total primary metals; for the blast furnaces component
of the latter, however, the total is as low as 0.66). In contrast, the cor-
responding sum for the other durables group comes close to unity
(column 2).
In primary metals and in its blast furnaces and steel mills divi-
sion, lags of three months and (less so) of one and two months seem to
be primarily important; the partial effects of current new orders (Ne)
are smaller here than for the other industries, but the influence of new
orders received four to six months ago is also smaller (column 4). In
fact, the highest isobserved for these industries when four terms
i =0,..., 3)are used as independent variables,8 whereas in
all other cases seven terms (i =0,...,6)are needed to produce this
result. Only about 52 per cent of the variance of shipments can be
explained in this way for blast furnaces, etc., and 71 per cent for total
primary metals. Elsewhere in the durable goods sector, thecoeffi-
cients all exceed .80, and are as high as .94 to .98 for fabricated metals,
the two machinery-producing industries, and the residual group of
"other durable goods" (column 3).
New orders received currently and in the last month or two are most
significant for fabricated metal products and also for electrical ma-
chinery and total transportation equipment (dominated by motor vehi-
cles), though the last terms tend to be important, too. For non-
electrical machinery, the long lags are of principal significance, in
particular in the last equation, which yields the highest R2. In the
equations for the "other durable goods," the coefficients ofare par-
ticularly large, exceeding somewhat the coefficients of all earlier terms
(i =1,2,...,6)combined. This presumably reflects the large
importance of production to stock in this group.
The three largest regression coefficients in each of the equations that
yield the highest observed R2 are identified in columns 6—9 of the table.
8The addition of and makes R2 declinegraduallyfrom .7 119 to .7089 for total
primary metalsandfrom .5153 to .5067 for the blast furnaces component.190Relationships Between New Orders, Production, and Shipments
Their sums represent from about 66 to 96 per cent of (compare
the figures in column 10 with the corresponding entries in column 2).
Average lags of St behind the terms can be computed as weighted
sums of the lags i, with the corresponding regression coefficients
being used as the weights.9 Since the coefficients are generally positive,
the resulting measures tend to increase as additional new orders terms
are included. The estimates in column 11 of the table are based on the
equations which contain all seven terms i =0,1,..., 6.They
seem to be both implausibly small when compared with other evidence
and not sufficiently discriminating among the industries: They differ
considerably less than those average delivery-lag estimates that are de-
rived either from turning-point comparisons or from regressions that
do not arbitrarily limit the number of the terms.'°
The values of the Durbin-Watson test statistic, d = — Ug.....
ru?,are generally very low for the residuals u from the regressions
summarized in Table 5-2: None exceeds 1.3, and most are less than
1.0. This suggests that these residuals or error terms are positively
autocorrelated.11
Chart 5-1 confirms that the fit of estimates obtained from these re-
gressions leaves much to be desired. Two industries are covered in
these illustrations, the total durable goods sector and machinery ex-
°Forexample, applying this procedure to the last equation for total durables as given in the tabu-
lation shown above, one gets .350(0) + .082(—l) + .153(—2) —.020(—3)+ .056(—4) + .055(—5) +
.290(—6)—2.5660, that is, an average lead of N relative to S of about 2.6 months.
10Oncasual reading, it might seem puzzling that the average lag is greater for "all manufacturing"
than for "all industries reporting unfilled orders" (compare the entries for these in column 11), since
the exclusion of those nondurables for which N, and St are taken to be equal (i.e., the assumed lag is
zero) ought to increase the lag. But there is no inconsistency, only a difference in the periods covered.
The lags of S decreased in recent years. For 1953—65, the average lag for all manufacturing was 2.0
when rounded (it is a fraction of a month smaller than the corresponding figure for all industries re-
porting). For total nondurables, the average lag, analogously computed, was negligible (about 0.6
months).
"See J. Durbin and G. S. Watson, "Testing for Serial Correlation in the Least-Squares Regres-
sion, I and II," Bio,neirika, December 1950 and June 1951. The second article includes tables of
significance points for the d statistics. For n, the number of observations, equal to 100, and form, the
number of independent variables, equal to 4 and 5 (these are the largest values of n and ni in the






If the calculated disless than dL,theresiduals are probably positively autocorrelated; if d is greater
thanthey are probably not; and if dfallsbetween dLandthetest is inconclusive. A two-sided
test may be performed by applying these rules to both d and (4— d).Regression Analysis 191
cept electrical, and two estimates are presented for each, one derived
by relating St to three and the other to seven terms. The com-
puted series [denoted as (S2m)estand(SGm)est, respectively] clearly re-
semble new orders too much in that they show considerably larger
cyclical movements and earlier timing than estimated shipments
should. The fits are particularly poor in times of the greatest dis-
crepancies between new orders and shipments: the Korean period
from mid-1950 to mid-1952 and the recessions of 1953—54 and 1957—
58. Adding more of the terms (that is, introducing the longer de-
livery lags) definitely does improve the fits: The fluctuations of (S6m)est
have smaller amplitudes and later timing than those of (S21fl)est, hence
resemble the actual shipments better. However, the improvements are
not large and cannot be considered adequate for either total durables
or nonelectrical machinery.
Applications to Quarterly Series
In Table 5-3, shipments are related to new orders received in the
same quarter and in each of the two preceding quarters. Seasonally
adjusted data are used throughout, as before.
If the true unit period of adjustment were one month but, instead of
months, quarters were used in an otherwise identical distributed-lag
equation, the results could be seriously distorted by a systematic ag-
gregation error. However, the basic unit period is typically unknown,
and there is no exception from this rule in the present case. Moreover,
these quarterly equations include fewer terms than the monthly ones,
so as to cover the same lag range (six months when measured between
the midpoints of the intervals). In this situation, the choice between the
monthly and the quarterly units must depend on the verdict of the data.
If the true structure of the lagged adjustment process is not substantially
obscured by the use of the longer units, the latter should be preferable,
since aggregation over time reduces the magnitude of measurement
errors relative to the true values of the data.12
Comparisons of the corresponding estimates in Tables 5-2 and 5-3
do, in fact, suggest that some gains are made when quarterly rather
than monthly series are used. The highest adjusted determination
12SeeYair Mundlak, "Aggregation Over Time in Distributed Lag Models," internationalEco-
no,nic Review, May1961, pp.154—63.Also, see Lester G. Telser, "Discrete Samples and Moving
Sums in Stationary Stochastic Processes," Journalof the AmericanStatistical Association, June
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Chart 5-1
Regressions for Shipments of Durable Goods Industries and
Nonelectrical Machinery, Based on Three and Seven
Lagged Terms in New Orders, Monthly, 1947—65
PART A
(St)est =a+ + +
coefficients in Table 5-3 (columns 6 and 10)13 exceed the highest
valuesin Table 5-2 for each industry. More importantly, the Durbin-
Watson statistics give much less evidence of residual autocorrelation
for the quarterly than for the monthly regressions. For several indus-
tries, these tests (Table 5-3, columns 7 and 11) either suggest that
there is no autocorrelation (primary metals, blast furnaces) or are
inconclusive on the 0.05 level (fabricated metals, other durables).
The average lags estimated from the two sets of regressions are
closely similar. More figures in Table 5-3, column 8, exceed than fall
short of their counterparts in Table 5-2, column 11, but the margins of
"The highest observedvaluesfor primary metals and blast furnaces, etc., are those in column
10, which result from relatingto the two terms N1andN1_,;forall other industries, the highest
R2inthe table are those in column 6, which result from relating S1 to three terms, Ng,N1....1, and




(St)est = a++ + + b4N1_3 + + +
difference are very small fractions, sometimes as little as hundredths,
of a month.
The influence on St of the same-quarter ordersis dominant in
all but two cases, but particularly large for nondurables and the other
durables group, as would be expected of industries that sell a large
proportion of their output from stock (Table 5-3, column 2). The ef-
fects of are dominant in primary metals and blast furnaces, sig-
nificant for total nondurables and other durable goods, and quite weak
elsewhere (column 3). The coefficients of conversely, are
statistically not different from zero in the nondurables and primary
metals regressions, but relatively large (mostly three to four times the
size of their standard errors; see column 4) for all other industries.
The three regression coefficients add up to approximately 1.0 for the
comprehensive aggregates (first three lines, column 5) and the group
of nondurable goods industries reporting unfilled orders (fifth line,





























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































.196Relationships Between New Orders, Production, and Shipments
different from zero, being either smaller or not much larger than their
standard errors (column 1). The results for the group of other durable
goods (tenth line) are similar in these respects. However, for each of
the remaining industries, the sums of the b coefficients fall appreciably
short of unity. The constant terms in these equations are all several
times larger than their standard errors, and hence presumably signifi-
cant.
Graphs of the quarterly shipment estimates computed from regres-
sions that include from one to three terms (i =0,1, 2 quarters)
show them to suffer from the same basic deficiency as that observed in
Chart 5-1 for the analogously derived monthly estimates. The com-
puted values resemble new orders too much, moving earlier than the
actual shipments S and in wider swings —likethe monthly estimates.
Here too, adding additional lagged terms improves the fit. But even the
estimates that incorporate the full range of the lags used, from zero to
two quarters, still retain too much similarity to the path of new orders
to be really satisfactory. Chart 5-2 illustrates this fact for total durables
and machinery except electrical. Of course, the quarterly series are
much smoother than the monthly series shown for the same industries
in Chart 5-1.
Assumed Forms of Time-Lag Structure
The direct method of adding the lagged terms successively as long as
their coefficients do not show "wrong" signs or erratic behavior pro-
vided the earliest approach to the estimation of distributed lags.14
The main difficulty with it is that the lagged terms employed as in-
dependent variables are often highly intercorrelated, so that their
coefficients cannot be reliably estimated. By imposing upon the data
a specific form of lag distribution, this multicollinearity problem can be
largely overcome, but not without cost. In general, the proper specifi-
cation of the time-lag structure is unknown and cannot be readily
inferred from either theory or data. Statistical difficulties of estimation
are encountered in using the models, and the results based on them may
admit of different interpretations.
IrvingFisher and C. F. Roos both used the concept of a distributed lag first in 1925,andG. C.
Evans used it in 1930. For a summary and references, see Franz L. Alt, "Distributed Lags,"
Economeirica,April1942, pp. 113—28.Regression Analysis 197
Chart 5-2
Regressions for Shipments of Durable Goods Industries and
Nonelectrical Machinery, Based on Three Lagged Terms
in New Orders, Quarterly, 1947—65
(St)est= a+ + +
Suppose that the influence on St of steadily declines as i in-
creases; the more remote values of N have less effect than the more
recent ones. A very simple form of this hypothesis is that the coeffi-
cients a in
= + + ++ (2)
(where Utisthe disturbance term) decline exponentially, so that
1,2,.. .),and
=
aand /3 are natural fractions (i.e., 0 <a, /3 < 1). As
shown by Koyck,15 (3) reduces to
= + /3S1_1+
L. M.Koyck,DistributedLags and Investment Analysis, Amsterdam,1954.
(4)198Relationships Between New Orders, Production, and Shipments
where e, =U,—f3ug_1.16 Equation(4) includes only two explanatory
variables, and thus appears to be quite manageable and probably not
subject to a serious multicollinearity problem. But the presence in the
regression of lagged values of the dependent variable on the right-hand
side may lead to a serious bias of the least-square estimates in small
samples (in sufficiently large samples this defect is likely to be sub-
stantially reduced).'7 Moreover, if the original disturbance terms u, in
(3) were serially independent, then €, in (4) would not be; in other
words, if the lag structure was properly specified in (3), then estimation
by means of (4) will produce autocorrelated residuals. The latter can
be particularly troublesome when combined with the complication of
lagged variables (autoregressive schemes).18
In the present context, there is no strong presumption that
process whereby past new orders are translated into shipments is so
well approximated by the geometric lag distribution (3) as to leave the
residuals u free of autocorrelation. In some industries, production
to stock is of major importance, which would make the coefficient of
N, much greater relative to those of the other terms than is here im-
plied. (In the extreme case of pure production to stock, a =1and
f3= 0.) In other industries, production to order may be so dominant
and the delivery lags so long that, for short unit periods, the influence
of N, and perhaps of N,_1 would actually be relatively weak —again
16Equation(4) is derived from (3) as follows. From
= of3Nt_i + +. +u1
subtract
= + a/32N,...2 .+
to get
— = + —
or
+ +
'7This is because the assumption that the disturbance term is distributed independently of the
explanatory variables does not hold for autoregressive schemes. The least-squares estimates, how-
ever, will have the desirable asymptotic (large-sample) properties of consistency and efficiency.
See Johnston, Econometric Methods, pp. 2 11—14.
18 estimatesmay be inconsistent in this case. Furthermore, if the autocorrelation of the
residuals is positive, the estimated coefficients of the lagged dependent variables (such as that of
in equation (4) would be biased upward, which, as will be shown later, implies overestimation
of the average lags involved. See Johnston, Econometric Methods, pp. 2 15—16, and references there;
also, Zvi Griliches, "Distributed Lags: A Survey," Econometrica, January 1967, pp. 16—49 (par-
ticularly pp. 33—42).Regression Analysis 199
unlike (3).19Moreover,aggregation over industries with very different
types of orders-shipments relations could result in "multimodal" lag
distributions.20 If only for these reasons, one may well doubt the ap-
plicability of a fixed lag structure, such as (3), to the diverse industry
processes under consideration. On the other hand, if the disturbances u
are autocorrelated, thenmaybe serially independent with a constant
variance, in which case (4) would at least yield consistent estimates of
a and/3.21Inany event, model (4) is easy to apply and potentially
instructive in suggesting modified and different approaches; hence,
considerable use was made of it in the course of this exploration and a
report on the results is in order.
Estimates of Geometric Lag Distributions
Table 5-4 presents regressions of the form
(5)
which follow Koyck's model of equation (4), except that a nonzero
intercept k is admitted [a, b, and vt correspond to a, /3, andin(4),
respectively]. If a is small and b large, then a slow lagged response
(long distributed lag) is indicated; if, on the contrary, a is large and b
small, then the response is prompt (i.e., the average and the dispersion
of the lag distribution are both small). The sum of the regression co-
efficients implied in (5) is a + ab + ab2 =a/(1—b).It should
ideally show the complete ultimate response of S to a unit change in
N maintained forever, and hence should equal unity (in which case, of
course, a + b =1,also).
This estimated "total effect,"=a/(l—b),is indeed close to 1.000
19In pure production to order, the index i in (3) would start, not from zero, but from some posi-
tive value j representing the minimum period needed for production and delivery. The derived form
analogous to (4) would then read
SIaINI_,+I3ISL_l+j> 0,
thus embodying the assumption that this interval j also represents the "normal" or most frequent
delivery lag. On some early experiments in applying this derived form to the 1948—58 OBE figures
for N and S, see Appendix G.
20 example, if the aggregate consisted of an industry working largely to stock and of another
industry, about as large, with a typical delivery lag of four months, then the coefficients of N1 and
N1...4wouldtend to dominate the others in the equation for the combined two-industry totals. Our
data are, of course, very comprehensive and they undoubtedly combine much larger numbers of
different patterns with varying weights; hence the outcomes are not nearly as simple.
This will be soif u follows the first-order auLoregressive (Markov) scheme in which























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































.202Relationships Between New Orders, Production, and Shipments
for all of the comprehensive aggregates, the two machinery industries,
and the group of other durable goods industries (column 4). The con-
stant terms k are in these cases apparently not significantly different
from zero, except for the industries reporting unfilled orders in 1953—
65 (column 1). For the metalworking industries and transportation
equipment, however, I is considerably lower (varying from 0.67 for
blast furnaces to 0.88 for fabricated metal products) and k is positive
and significant.22
The estimated values of a and b are roughly 0.4 and 0.6, respectively,
for total manufacturing, and 0.3 and 0.7 for the durable goods sector
(columns 2 and 3). Conversely, a is larger than 0.7 and b smaller than
0.3 for the total nondurable goods sector. The part of that sector that
reports unfilled orders illustrates the intermediate situation where a
and b differ little, each being close to 0.5. Among the major industries,
nonelectrical machinery has the lowest a and the highest b, and elec-
trical machinery comes next, with coefficients similar to those for all
durables. In contrast, the other durables group shows the highest a
(nearly 0.6) and a correspondingly low b (0.4). In terms of broad in-
terindustry comparisons, these results appear sensible and consistent
with other relevant information. The equations for total primary metals
and the blast furnaces subdivision, however, are much less satisfactory.
They yield not only relatively low I statistics but also relatively low
values of(column5). The a's are high and the b's are lower than for
any of the component industries.
It is clear that b is inversely related to the speed with which the or-
ders are filled, that is, translated into shipments. Let q represent the
proportion of the "total effect" of new orders on shipments [i.e., of
a/(1— b)]that is accounted for by an interval of n unit periods. Then
q= [a(l— — b)J÷ [a/(1— b)] = 1— (6)
or
n =log(1 —q)/logb. (7)
Columns 6—8 in Table 5-4 show, according to equation (7), the length
of time necessary to account for 50, 70, and 90 per cent of the total
22Multiplyinga and a/(1 —b)by the ratio of the average values of new orders and shipments,
gives elasticity expressions evaluated at the means. Over a sufficiently long period of time, the means
N and Swill tend to be equal. The true long-run elasticity of S relative to N(EL= isI, as is
the true value of L Actually, the estimates for ELcorrespondingto those forin column 4 are very
close to the latter. Where= Ialso; and for the three industries with estimated Z of less than
I,islikewise significantly smaller than unity.Regression Analysis 203
long-run reaction, Mostof the impact of orders spends itself within
the first few months, while the remainder tapers off very slowly. This,
of course, is implicit in the adopted lag structure. But the speed of the
process varies greatly among the industries. Thus, according to column
6, the "half-life" of the process is 5.6 months for the durable goods
sector but only 1.6 months for the nondurables (1947—65). When the
manufacturers not reporting unfilled orders are excluded, however, the
estimate for all industries is only slightly larger than that for the non-
durable goods industries (the figures for 1953—65 are a little in excess
of 3 months). The half-life lags come to 5—6 months in the machinery
industries and 2—3 months in the metalworking industries.
On the assumption that the distributed-lag coefficients are nonnega-
tive weights that sum to unity (so that 0 < b> I and a =1—b),it is
possible to identify the mean lag of the geometric lag distribution here
used as b/(1 —b).24For the metalworking industries and transportation
equipment the sums of the estimated coefficients actually fall short of
unity (column 4), but this is disregarded and the average lags are com-
puted uniformly according to the above formula.25
The resulting figures (Table 5-4, column 9) exceed in each case the
average lags calculated from the regressions of shipments on new or-
ders received in the current and in the preceding two quarters (Table
5-3, column 8). The differences are negligible (0.1 to 0.4 of one month)
for the industries with the shortest estimated lags: primary metals,
blast furnaces, other durable goods, and total nondurables all have
average lags of one to two months according to either set of measures.
These estimates are computed by inserting into (7) the values 0.5,0.7,and 0.9 forq, and multi-
plying the resulting values of n by 3 (it is convenient for comparisons with other findings to translate
n from quarters into months).
lag structure is in this case formally identical to the geometric probability distribution. If
a =1—band c =0,(5) can be written as
S, =(I—b)(1 +bL ++'
where L is a lag operator; then = = etc. The mean lag is obtained as the
first derivative of the "generating function"flL) evaluated at l,which equals b( I —b)(1 —b)'=
b/(1b).See William Feller, An Introduction to Probability Theory and Its Applications, New
York, 1950,Vol.I, pp. 210 and 252—53.
those cases where the sums (a + b) are significantly less than 1.0, the ratios b/a have been
computed for comparison with b/U —b).The values of 3(b/a) are as follows: primary metals, 2.2
(months); blast furnaces, 1.9; fabricated metal products, 4.1; and transportation equipment, 4.8.
These figures, of course, exceed the corresponding entries for 3b/(1 —b)in column 9 of Table 5-4,
since a <(1 —b)for these industries.
Under the assumptions specified above, with the mean lag equal to b/(1 —b),the variance of the
geometric lag distribution is given by b/U —b)2.The variance, then, is an increasing function ofb,
being 1/(1 —b) times as large as the mean (which is itself increasing with b). For example, ifb =0.5,
the mean 1a8 is 1.0 and the variance is 2.0; if b =0.8,the mean lag is 4.0 and the variance is 20.0.204Relationships Between New Orders, Production, and Shipments
Elsewhere, however, the differences are large, varying from about one
month for fabricated metals and the two aggregates with advance
orders, to 2.3 months for transportation equipment and all manufac-
turing, to about 4 months for the two remaining items (total durables
and the machinery industries).
The average lags estimated from regressions of shipments on a few
recent values of new orders are generally small, varying in the range
of approximately I to 3 months (Tables 5-2 and 5-3). They are probably
too small in some cases, thus understating the timing differences among
the industries (see above, page 190). If this is correctly recognized as a
defect, the estimates in Table 5-4 are free of it. Their large range (from
1.0 to 7.5 months) is similar to the interindustry variation of the average
leads derived in Chapter 4 from turning-point comparisons. The pres-
ent estimates may have an advantage in that they are based on dis-
tributed-lag models which in a sense include the entire history of the
explanatory variable rather than just its most recent past. However,
they could err in the opposite direction, that is, toward overstatement
of the lags. Positive autocorrelation of the residuals in (5) could be a
source of such bias (see note 18, above). The use of a quarterly instead
of monthly unit period might also work in this direction, and some evi-
dence bearing on this point will be presented shortly.
Clearly, it is important to know whether the residuals in the model
underlying equation (5) are really free of serial correlation. The Dur-
bin-Watson statistic (d) is itself biased in equations with lagged de-
pendent variables and hence provides no reliable test of the residual
autocorrelation in these cases.26 The d figures have been routinely
computed and, as descriptive statistics, they show that the estimated
disturbance terms contain no detectable correlation, but this gives no
assurance that the "true" disturbances are likewise not autocorrelated.27
When lagged values of the dependent variable are used as an explanatory factor, a downward
bias in the autocorrelation of the estimated residuals is created along with an upward bias in the co-
efficient of the lagged variable, and for the same reason (see note 18, above). Durbin and Watson
warn against the use of their statistic in such cases in their 1951 Biometrikaarticle,p. 159 (see note
11, above). See also Zvi Griliches, "A Note on Serial Correlation Bias in Estimates of Distributed
Lags," Econoineirica,January1961, pp. 65—73; and Marc Nerlove and Kenneth F. Wallis, "Use of
the Durbin-Watson Statistic in Inappropriate Situations," Econorneirica,January 1966, pp. 235—38.
27The computed Durbin-Watson statistics vary between 1.720 and 1.830 for the 1947—65 re-
gressions (n =74;see Table 5-4, first three lines), and between 1.573 and 2.386 for the 1953—65
regressions,excluding transportation equipment and other durable goods (n =50).The observed
values of d are generally greater than the upper bounds(see Table 5-3, note d), which, taken at its
face value, would suggest that the residuals are not positively autocorrelated. In two cases with the
highest d values (primary and fabricated metals), the tests against negative serial correlation would be
inconclusive at the 5 per cent level (that is, the value of 4 —dfalls betweenandor the 5 per
cent test, though it exceedsfor the I per cent test).Regression Analysis 205
As shown in Chart 5-3 for the quarterly data on total durables and
nonelectrical machinery, the use of the Koyck equation (5) can pro-
duce rather good results when applied to the orders-shipments rela-
tions. Certainly, much better fits are obtained here than with the re-
gressions of St on the three terms (i =0,1, 2 quarters), as will be
seen by comparing Charts 5-3 and 5-2. The computed shipments series
(Sest)fluctuatewith amplitudes close to those of actual shipments (S)
in Chart 5-3; they do not overstate greatly the cyclical movements of S
in 1947—58 as do the Sestestimatesin Chart 5-2. Furthermore, the
timing of 5estismuch closer to that of S in Chart 5-3 than in Chart 5-2.
In the latter, Sest shares some of the earliness of N and often leads S
at turning points. Here the timing of S and 5estison the average more
nearly coincident. Autoregressive forms are known to produce a cer-
tain tendency to lag in the estimates, which is favorable for these rela-
tions since it helps to offset the leads imparted to the computed series
by the use of the early-moving new orders as predictors.
Chart 5-3
Regressions for Shipments of Durable Goods Industries and
Nonelectrical Machinery, Based on Geometric Lag
Distribution, Quarterly, 1947—65
(St)esta+ +206Relationships Between New Orders, Production, and Shipments
Further Results on Geometric Lag Models
Some earlier findings of this analysis favored the use of quarterly
rather than monthly series in direct estimates of distributed lags of
shipments behind new orders, but this does not in any way resolve the
issue for the models now under consideration. Here the form of the lag
distribution is given, and the choice of an inappropriate basic time pe-
riod will lead to a misspecified model and overestimation of the average
lags.28 Accordingly, itis desirable to re-estimate model (5) using
monthly data, and to compare the results (Table 5-5) with their coun-
terparts for the quarterly regressions (Table 5-4). The regression takes
the form St =k'+ + + v, again following Koyck.
Not surprisingly, the correlation measures offer little help in dis-
criminating between the two sets of estimates: for most industries, the
coefficientsare very high and very close in both tables (compare
columns 5). However, substantial differences in favor of the monthly
regressions can be seen for primary metals and blast furnaces (fourth
and fifth lines). In these cases, too, the sums of implicit lag coefficients
are definitely larger for the monthly data (i.e., I' >compare
columns 4 in the two tables). For the other component industries and
the sector reporting unfilled orders,> bymargins varying
within a narrow range. In the regressions for all manufacturing, for
total durables, and for the two aggregates of nondurables, I and I' are
approximately equal to unity.
The longer the period of reference, the larger will be the proportion
of current shipments accounted for by new orders received during the
same period; hence it is easy to see why the coefficients ofare
always greater in the quarterly than in the monthly regressions (that
is, a > a'; compare columns 2 in Tables 5-4 and 5-5). By the same
token, the coefficients of S1_1 are in all cases smaller in the quarterly
equations (b < b'; see columns 3).
More interesting are the differences, expressed in months, between
the average lags based on the quarterly and on the monthly regressions
[n =3b/(l—b)and n' =b'(l—b');see columns 9]. Only in trans-
portation equipment does n' exceed n by a substantial margin (1.7
months). For both total primary metals and blast furnaces, n' > n
too, but by minor fractions. Elsewhere n > hi, mostly by 1.0 to 1.5
The latter is due to the positive correlation between the aggregated true disturbances and the
lagged values of the aggregate dependent variable. See Mundlak, "Aggregation Over Time."Regression Analysis 207
months (the difference is once more just a small fraction for total non-
durables, and it is really large—3.O months—for nonelectrical ma-
chinery). Much larger differences are observed by comparing the lags
necessary to account for 50 to 90 per cent of the total reaction of S to
additional N (see columns 6—8 in the two tables). On balance, there-
fore, these results seem consistent with the hypothesis that the use of
quarterly data tends to cause some overestimation of the lags, even
though the evidence is somewhat mixed.
Inspection of graphs also suggests that in some cases marginal im-
provements result from the use of monthly rather than quarterly data
in the geometric lag models. Because of the large discrepancy between
ñ and n'observedfor nonelectrical machinery, Chart 5-4 shows the
estimates for this industry. The fit is indeed extremely close, with
some tendency for Sesttolag S by one month at turning points.
It may not be correct, however, to assume that the lag coefficients
decline from the very beginning of the adjustment process, particularly
when the unit periods are very short. As one check on the possibility
Chart 5-4
Regressions for Shipments of Nonelectrical Machinery, Based



































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































s210Relationships Between New Orders, Production, and Shipments
that the response does not reach its peak immediately or nearly so but
rather builds up to it more gradually, was added as the third
independent variable to the regressions ofon and S,_1 (in
quarterly terms). The results suggest that the simple Koyck scheme
does not apply to primary metals and blast furnaces. Here the coeffi-
cients of are larger than those ofwhile the coefficients of
are reduced to insignificance (being smaller than their standard
errors and, for blast furnaces, negative).
Primary metals:
(St)est= .655+ + + —775
(.220)(.096)(.143) (.127)
Blastfurnaces, steel mills:
(Sg)est= .591+ + — R2 =.584
(.181)(.112)(.148) (.140)
These estimates, then, along with some earlier ones (in Tables 5-2 and
5-3), indicate that in primary metals the lags are concentrated in the
current and previous quarters, with the influence of exceeding
that of
Elsewhere, the coefficients of are negative and small (for three
industries, they are not significantly different from zero). The coeffi-
cients of and are highly significant whether or not is
added, and the values ofareeither slightly lowered or not appreci-
ably raised by the addition. This evidence contradicts the present
hypothesis of a somewhat generalized Koyck model (with the added
term but itis also unfavorable to the alternative hypothesis
that S1 is a function ofwith autocorrelated residuals.29
Also examined was the possibility that a trend factor enters the dis-
that=aN,+ ii,andU,= +then,by substitution,
S, =aN,+ + = aN1+ pS,_1 —apN,_1+ e,
(since = — aN,_1).Inthis case, the simple Koyck model, though inappropriate, would
produce highly significant results since both N,andS,...1influenceSt positively. But the addition
of N,_1wouldin this case discredit this model by revealing that N,....1 has a negative coefficient ap-
proximately equai to the product of the coefficients of N, and S,_1(ap). See Griliches, "Distributed
Lags."
Inthesituations here considered, the inclusion of N,_, has no such implications, since the coeffi-
cients ofN,_1, whetherpositive or negative, are insignificant, or in any event much smailer than the
products of the corresponding coefficients ofN,and Henèe the hypothesis, which is implausible
in the present context anyway, can be rejected by these tests.Regression Analysis 211
tributed-lag relationship between new orders and shipments. A simple
time trend, T (in the form of consecutive numbers for successive pe-
riods), was included as another independent variable in the monthly
and quarterly regressions based on the Koyck equation (5).30Theef-
fects of this variable turned out to be either negligible or weak. Even
in the most favorable cases—the 1947—65 equations for all manufac-
turing and all durables—the addition of T had little effect on the re-
gression coefficients ofand and even less effect on the R2 co-
efficients.3'
Second-Order Distributed Lag Functions
In an attempt to evolve a model which will incorporate a more gen-
eral and flexible form of lag distribution, another lagged value of the
dependent variable was added to the Koyck scheme, that is,was
regressed onand and also on Theequation
=aNt+ + + et (8)
is capable of producing rather different lag profiles depending on the
magnitudes of f3 and y. Under certain not too restrictive conditions,
the implied lag coefficients or weights will all be nonnegative.32 They
will also often decline throughout, as in the simple geometric case, but
at different rates. However, for certain combinations of values of f3
and y, the decline of the implied weights will not be monotonic, i.e.,
occasionally may have a smaller coefficient than Frequent
'°Asan alternative, the logarithmic trend expression, log et, was also tried, with almost entirely
negativeresults.




Quarterly .387 .526 .0029 .995
(.034) (.051) (.0013)
Monthly .226 .705 .0075 .996
(.021) (.031) (.0022)
Durable goods industries
Quarterly .299 .613 .0016 .986
(.038)(.057) (.0009)
Monthly .151 .788 .0038 .991
(.0 19) (.029) (.00 14)
'2The conditionsare: (1) 0 <13< 2; (2)1 — — y>0;arid(3) —4y. (They imply that
—1<y <1.)See Griliches, "Distributed Lags," pp. 27—29.212Relationships Between New Orders, Production, and Shipments
interruptions of this sort would, result in an erratic lag form, which may
be viewed as unsatisfactory. On the other hand, the unimoda! pattern
produced by certain particular paired values of /3 and y has aroused
considerable interest. In these distributions, the lag coefficients first
increase (as a rule briefly) and then trail off slowly.33
While lag structures of the types implied by (8) may be appLicable in
many situations when the time units are appropriately chosen, the in-
clusion of the second lagged value of the dependent variable on the
right-hand side of the equation again creates the problem of multi-
collinearity. If that variable is highly autocorrelated, this problem may
frustrate estimation and render the model nonoperational.
In quarterly regressions, the addition ofactually fails to improve
the results from the simple Koyck model for most of the industries.
The coefficients of are smaller than their standard errors, and in
several cases isdecreased. Better results are obtained for only
three industries: fabricated metal products, nonelectrical machinery,
and "other durable goods."In all regressions of this type, the co-
efficients of are much smaller than those of and not always
positive. The lag distributions implied by these estimates are not uni-
modal —theywould tend to decline from the beginning, though possibly
not monotonically, and are in fact rather similar to the distributions
produced by the geometric model. The average lag for these functions
may be estimated as n =(b+ 2c)/(1 —b—c).For most of the in-
dustries the figures thus obtained are larger than the average lags im-
plied in the quarterly regressions with geometric distributions (Table
5-4, column 9), but the differences are small—typically about one
month or less.
Second-order distributed lag regressions yield considerably better
statistical results when applied to monthly data for some, but not all,
industries. In the five equations shown in the tabulation below, all
regression coefficients meet the conventional standards of significance,
and theslightlyexceed their counterparts for the monthly Koyck
Such distributions will be observed when (3and y assume values within the area bounded by
I </3<2,/3 + y =1,and/32—4y. SeeGriliches, "Distributed Lags." For a discussion of uni-
modal lagprofilesgiven by the Pascal distributions, see Robert M. Solow, "On a Family of Lag Dis-
tributions,"Econometrica, April 1960, pp. 393—406.
best is theregressionfor fabricated metals, as follows:
= .096 + + .346S€_1 + = 974
(.041) (.046)(.112) (.092)Regression Analysis 213
equations (Table 5-5, column 5)•35 The average lags implied by these
Fabricated metal products:
(St)est =.076+ + + = .957;n= 3.4
(.030) (.03 1)(.069) (.065)
Machinery, except electrical:
(SC)est =.031+ + + R2 =.99i; n= 5.9
(.019) (.020)(.072)(0.66)
Electrical machinery:
(Sg)est =.027+ + + R2 =.988;n= 5.6
(.020) (.024)(.076) (.069)
Other durable goods:
(St)est =.037+ + + = .983;ñ =1.7
(.035) (.036)(.063) (.055)
Nondurable goods industries:
(St)est =.024+ + + .123S1_2; R2 =.999;n= 0.9
(.035) (.025)(.046) (.036)
equations are larger than their counterparts in Table 5-5 (in fabricated
metals and the machinery industries, by relatively large margins of
more than one month). These estimates appear sensible by broad tests
of consistency with other information and are actually preferable to
the other figures obtained earlier for the same industries.
Patterns of lagged response implied by the second-order equations
can be estimated by a stepwise method. They indicate declines in the
effects on St of as the lag I increases, but there are also some
oscillations, e.g., the influence of is in most cases larger than that
of
The same is also true of the corresponding equations for primary metals and for blast furnaces
and steel mills. Nevertheless,thismodel seems unsatisfactory for these two industries, since the
coefficients ofare negative and the average lags are somewhat lower than those in Table 5-5,
column6. In the light of the earlier results, these lags would be judged too small.
36Theeffects of N1_1onS1 are calculated as follows: for i= 0,the effect ("weight") of N1 is w0= a;
fori= 1,w1= ab; fori= 2,w2= a(b2 +c);and,in general, w1= b(wf_1) + Toillustrate, the
results for fabricated metals are:
Lag(i): 0 1 2 3 4 5 6
Effect of N1....1 on S1: .250 .111 .116 .081 .066 .051 .040
Cumulative as % of total effect
[=a/(1 —b—c)0.859] 29.1 42.0 55.0 65.0 72.6 78.6 83.2214Relationships Between New Orders, Production, and Shipments
Finally, was added to the second-order lag regressions in tests
analogous to those performed earlier on the Koyck equations, but the
results were on the whole negative. In sum, the gains that can be made
by the use of second-order lagged distributions are marginal and
limited to monthly data for some industries. No graphs for the results
of these calculations are reproduced, since it is generally difficult to
establish meaningful differences between them and the graphs for the
first-order equations.
Instrumental Variables
It is well known (cf. note 20) that the main difficulty with auto-
regressive forms such as the Koyck model (equation 5) or the second-
order functions (equation 8) is that, say, is likely to be correlated
with the disturbance terms (vt orbecause of the association between
these terms andFollowing an approach proposed in recent litera-
ture,37 the variable in (5) was repLaced by (St_i)est as estimated
early in this chapter from
(C\— l,M —a6 — U6t
forthe monthly data and
(St)est = a2 + + + = St —
forthe quarterly data. In this two-stage procedure, then, (St_i)est is
computed first and then substituted into (5) to give
= k+ + b(St_i)est + Vt+bus. (9)
This amounts to using a linear combination of past new orders, that is,
(5't—l)est, as an "instrumental variable." By assumption, the terms
are uncorrelated with the disturbances and, by construction, (St_i)est
consists only of such terms; hence (St_i)est may be hypothesized to be
independent of the disturbances. Thus one may hope that (9) will
provide a consistent estimate of b.
Table 5-6 presents the results of applying model (9) to the monthly
and quarterly data. The monthly correlations are for the most part
somewhat lower than their counterparts for the Koyck equations in
Table 5-5; the average lags are larger for nondurable industries
reporting unfilled orders and the three metalworking industries, and
discussion and references, see Griliches, "Distributed Lags," pp. 41—42.Regression Analysis 215
about equal or smaller in the other cases. The quarterly regressions
compare more favorably with the corresponding Koyck equations in
Table 5-4. The correlations are larger in Table 5-6forprimary metals
and blast furnaces, very similar elsewhere in the two sets. The average
lags exceed those in Table 5-4 for the three metalworking industries.
The quarterly estimates in Table 5-6 appear to be preferable to the
others for primary metals and blast furnaces. In particular, the Durbin-
Watson statistics d (column 6) show these regressions in a definitely
favorable light.38
Quarterly estimates of shipments derived from equation (9) for total
durables and nonelectrical machinery look very similar to the series
for the underlying instrumental variable (St)est(seeChart 5-2) and are
therefore not reproduced in graphical form. Like that series, these es-
timates still resemble too much the course of new orders, and they
clearly have poorer fits with the observed shipments than do the corre-
sponding estimates from the Koyck regressions in Chart 5-3.
Summary of the A verage Distributed-Lag Relations
Different distributed-lag models produce estimates of timing rela-
tionships that vary considerably, often even where the models per-
form equally well according to the usual goodness-of-fit criteria. These
timing estimates, which are scattered through several tables and the
text, have been brought together so that the varied assortment may be
appraised jointly and, if possible, reduced to a few preferred measures.
The result of this undertaking is Table 5-7, which shows first the
ranges and then the medians of the average lag estimates for both the
monthly and the quarterly regressions (columns 1—3). The lags (all
expressed in months) are typically larger when based on quarterly
data, though transportation equipment is a clear exception. Also for
some industries, such as nondurables and the primary metals groups,
the monthly-quarterly differences are small and not uniform in sign
(compare the entries on the odd and even lines). The ranges are in most
cases large, especially for the quarterly regression estimates (columns
1 and 2).
38Thesestatistics are lower for the equations with the instrumental variables than for the cor-
responding Koyck equations. This would be expected, as the calculated dvaluesfor the latter equa-
tions are likely to be biased toward 2 (see note 26). The more relevant comparison is between the d
statisticsin Table 5-6andthose for the regressions in Tables 5-2 and 5-3fromwhich the Sestesti-
















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































)218Relationships Between New Orders, Production, and Shipments
Notes to Table 5-6
aTheform of the estimates is given by equation (9) in the text. The figures in paren-
theses are standard errors of the statistics shown.
bThesum equals a/(1 —b).
d= — where= + bus. For the significance points of d,see note 12
and Table 5-3, note d, above.
dTheaverage lag equals b(1 —b)for the monthly data and 3b(l —b)for the quarterly
data.
eThe figure in parentheses is number of observations. It is the effective sample size
for each of the industries covered in the section that follows.
1lncludes all durable goods industries and the four nondurable goods industries re-
porting unfilled orders (see note g).
Includes textiles, leather, paper, and printing and publishing.
hIncludesprofessional and scientific instruments; lumber; furniture; stone, clay, and
glass products; and miscellaneous industries.
Table 5-7 incorporates four types of equations: the regressions of
on several lagged terms (labeled "A"); the Koyck model relating
St to and ("B");the second-order equations, which include
on the right-hand side ("C"); and the two-stage model relating St
toand (St_i)est ("D"). When these models are ranked according to
the average lags they produce, from shortest to longest, A ranks first,
followed in order by D, B, and C. These average ranks are the same for
both the monthly and the quarterly regression estimates. However,
there is considerable variation in the underlying ranks for the different
industries.
The "best" estimates of the average lags (columns 4 and 5) for each
industry are supplied by those equations which have the three largest
values of the sums of calculated or implied coefficients of (i.e., of
the expressions orin the preceding tables). Typically, but not
always, these are also the equations with the highest adjusted determi-
nation coefficients Forthe over-all aggregates (first six lines), the
sums I are all approximately equal to one, so the "best" equations
were selected primarily by the highestThelowest and highest aver-
age lags thus estimated are listed in column 4. The regressions that
produce average lags falling into these ranges are identified in column
5. They account for about half of the number of all estimated equations,
but include only 4 applications of model A against 15 each of B and C
and 14 of D. The average lags for A are generally smaller. Of the se-
lected regressions, fewer are based on monthly than on quarterly data
(20 vs. 28).Regression Analysis 219
The "best" average lag estimates, then, point to rather long delivery
periods in the machinery industries (6 to 7 months for nonelectrical
machinery, 4 to 6 months for electrical machinery) and to short deliv-
ery periods (about 2 months or a little more) in primary metals. The
midpoints of the selected ranges for fabricated metals and transporta-
tion equipment fall in between, at 4 and 3 months. The groups of in-
dustries reporting unfilled orders show average lags of about 3 months.
For the other durables group, the typical lag is barely 2 months. The
5-month lag for all durable goods industries contrasts sharply with the
1-month lag for the nondurables.
Regression Estimates and Turning-Point Estimates
In Chapter 4, delivery lags were estimated by matching the dates of
specific-cycle turns in new orders and shipments and measuring the
intervals between them. This method appears to use only a small part
of the evidence of monthly time series, but this impression is not cor-
rect. It is true that a cycle which may last several years yields only two
additional timing comparisons, but the determination of the turning
dates requires a thorough examination of the whole sequence of values
that the series has assumed.39 Problems arise because individual com-
parisons are often influenced by particular configurations of short
movements in the vicinity of a turning point. One expects the resulting
errors mostly to cancel each other in the average lag measures, but the
probability of this is reduced when the available series are so short that
the averages cover few observations.
The present approach based on regression and correlation measures
avoids these difficulties but presents some problems of its own. It is
more objective but also more mechanical. It uses all available informa-
tion with about equal weights instead of concentrating on turning
points, but a discrimination among the observations —e.g.,in favor of
major turns—may actually be desired for some purposes. The possibly
systematic differences between lags at peaks and troughs, or between
some other episodes or subperiods, are ignored.
Comparing the median estimates of the average delivery lags as
This becomes clear when one attempts to substitute a mechanical operation for the judgmental
process involved. Thus a computer program for selecting turning points that was recently developed
by Gerhard Bry and Charlotte Boschan uses all observations for the given series in each of several
computational steps; see their Cyclical A nalysis of Time Series: Selected Procedures and Programs,
















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































.222Relationships Between New Orders, Production, and Shipments
derived from the monthly regressions with the averages of the turning-
point measures for the same periods, one finds that the latter tend to
exceed the former (Table 5-7, columns 3 and 6). The differences are
very large for the primary metals industries, but elsewhere they are
approximately equal to one month and are negligibly small in three
cases. Reverse differences are found in only two instances: The median
regression lags are somewhat longer than the turning-point lags for
electrical machinery and transportation equipment.
The regression measures here considered largely reflect the associ-
ation between fairly short movements in new orders and shipments,
measured in months or quarters. For such movements, the maximum-
correlation lags are evidently quite small: The highest correlations in
Table 5-1 are typically those for the simultaneous timing of N and S.
As noted earlier, it is plausible that many random events, e.g., strikes,
affect both variables at about the same time. The correlations between
the longer, cyclical movements, on the other hand, are likely to involve
longer lags. Thus a transition from an expansion to a contraction in
new orders, especially if it is gradual rather than abrupt, would require
some time to be recognized as such and translated into a similar re-
versal in shipments. The intervening process is a cumulation of many
short-lag effects, in which backlogs of unfilled orders act as a factor
that cushions and delays the reaction on the supply side.
An important type of lag distribution in production to order contains
a clustering of lags around some typical (modal) delivery period and
also smaller frequencies of progressively longer lags. Such a distribu-
tion is skewed "to the left," i.e., in the direction of longer lags reaching
further into the past. The skewness implies that the mean and median
diverge from the mode in the direction of longer lags. The maximum-
correlation timing probably often corresponds to the mode,4° and it is
indeed generally coincident or a shorter lag than the average derived
from the estimated lag distributions (compare Table 5-1 with the sub-
sequent tables). The average lags at the turning points correspond more
nearly to the means than to the modes of the lag distributions, but they
Let ak be the highest of the coefficientsin= + Ut,wherethe summation is over
I =0,...,Undercertain conditions, the tag k will coincide with that lag of S relative to N which
yields the highest simple correlation between the two variables. The assumptions here are that the au-
tocorrelations of N are lower the longer the intervals over which they are taken (i.e., r,2 >r,3>r,4,
etc., for successive periods t= 1,2, 3,. ..)and that they are independent oft for a given interval
(r12 = r34,etc.). The variances of are assumed equal for all values of i. I am indebted to
Jacob Mincer for informing me of a proof of these propositions that he has recently developed.Regression Analysis 223
are frequently still longer than the mean regression lags estimated
from the monthly regressions.
In cases, including all manufacturing and total durables
(compare columns 4 and 6 in Table 5-7), the turning-point estimates
fall within the ranges of our preferred regression estimates. The ranges,
being based on quarterly as well as on monthly regressions, include
longer lags, which actually exceed the turning-point lags in some in-
stances (notably for the machinery industries). However, turning-
point comparisons yield much longer lags than any of the regressions
for the primary metals industries. This is due in large measure to partic-
ular developments, such as the major steel strike in 1956, which had
effects of different intensities upon new orders and shipments (see
Chart 3-2 and Table 4-5 with the accompanying text).4'
Predictive Equations with Variable and Constant Lags
Variable Lag Coefficients
All preceding estimates are based on distributed-lag models with
fixed coefficients. However, the lead time required to fill orders length-
ens when the rates at which new orders are received are high relative
to the desired or optimal levels of capacity utilization. At such times,
as noted on earlier occasions, pressures of demand upon capacity are
met in large part by backlog accumulation. The build-up of unfilled
orders indicates that the average time-span between the receipt of an
order and the start of production on it tends to increase. Conversely,
when the demand pressures subside and the backlogs decline, this
"waiting-period" part of the over-all delivery lag gets shorter. After
the decline in the rates of new orders received and, possibly, an in-
crease in the rates of past orders canceled (Chapter 2) had depleted
the backlogs sufficiently, little if any waiting would be imposed on
currently received orders, that is, work on them would tend to begin
promptly after receipt and the delivery lag would be largely limited to
the actual worktime required to fill the orders. This argument implies
that the lags of shipments behind new orders vary systematically in the
At most turning points, primary metals shipments followed orders by fairly short intervals, but
their lags in 1953—54, 1956, and 1960—6 1 were long. Excluding these episodes leaves nine observa-
tions for total primary metals and five for blast furnaces; the average lags for these subsets are 2.4
and 3.0 months, respectively, which are already much closer to the regression estimates in Table 5-7.224Relationships Between New Orders, Production, and Shipments
course of the business cycle; hence it suggests that the coefficients in
the distributed-lag relations between S and N should be variable rather
than fixed and such as to make the average lag a positive function of
some measure of the relative demand pressures.
A model with such variable lag coefficients was presented recently
by Popkin.42 In his original and very interesting article, Popkin starts
from a predictive equation in which shipments are related only to the
preceding, and not also to the current, values of new orders. The equa-
tion, designed to be applied to quarterly data, reads in our notation:
=a1,1N1_1+ a2,1N1_2 + Ut. (10)
The coefficients of the new-order terms in (10) are made to depend
on the ratio of unfilled orders to shipments, U/S, and since this ratio
varies over time so will these coefficients (it is because of this that time
subscripts must be added to a1 and a2). In accordance with the preced-
ing discussion, U/S can be viewed as an index of relative demand
pressures, which provides the rationale for this approach. When U/S
rises, the influence onof orders received in the more distant past
should increase, while the influence of the more recent orders should
decrease, that is, a2 is then to become more important relative to a1.
This is expected because when backlogs accumulate faster than output
and shipments can be increased, newly received orders pile up and
must presumably yield to the older orders which have priority in the
production schedule. Thus current shipments would then consist in
larger part of the older orders. By the reverse of the same argument,
a1 should gain relative to a2 when the ratio U/S declines. Popkin
assumes that these relations involve a one-period lag and are linear but
not necessarily proportional; so
a11 =+ f31(U/S)1_1. (11)
A further assumption is that all of each quarter's orders will result in
shipments over the following two quarters, which implies the con-
straint a1,1 + a2,1+11. It follows that
a2,11 —+ (12)
42JoelPopkin,"TheRelationshipBetweenNew Orders and Shipments:An Analysisof the Ma-
chinery and Equipment Industries," Surveyof Current Business, March1965, pp. 24—32.Regression Analysis 225
Substituting (11) and (12) into (10) results in
+ {1 —+ + (13)
Finally, by rewriting a little and dropping two constraints implicit in
(13) so as to allow for departures from the hypothesis, one gets
=a0 + + + f32Nt_2 + Ut, (14)
which is the form to be estimated.43
Popkin applied equation (14) to shipments and new and unfilled
orders for the market category of machinery and equipment. Since the
data were deflated by the BLS wholesale price index for machinery
and equipment, the variables are expressed in billions of 1957—59






The numbers in parentheses are the t statistics (ratios of the coeffi-
cients to their standard errors); they indicate that all the estimates
(including the constant) are significant at the 1 per cent level. The
equation provides a good fit to the sample data, but the residuals show
a significant degree of autocorrelation.44
Equation (15) implies that 1.035 —0.390(U/S)1_1,which cor-
responds to (11), and that a2t= 0.318+ 0.390(U/S)1_2, which corre-
sponds to (12) when allowance is made for the fact that p2in(15) is
not 1 but It is clear that a1 varies inversely and a2 varies di-
rectly with U/S. As expected, then, a rise in the ratio U/S is associated
43Note that (13) can be written as — + — + N1_2 + Ut.
Thetwo terms in brackets are changes over time for which the shorter notation and
is adopted. Allowing for the possibility of a nonzero constant term and of a coefficient of
which differs from 1 (J32), this equation is then translated directly into (14).
"The adjusted standard error of estimate is $0.27 Ibillion, while the mean value of shipments
during the period is $8.46 billion. The residual autocorrelation statistic is 1.292, significant at the I
per cent level. When charted, the calculated shipments are seen to miss turning points by changing
c.Urection one quarter after actual See Popkin, "Relationship Between New Orders and
Shipments," pp. 28—29 and Chart 16.
45Accordingly, the values ofand av always add up to 0.717 (not to 1). The ratio of the constant
term in (15) to the average value of new orders is 0.289, which, when added to 0.7 17 totals approxi-
mately 1.226Relationships Between New Orders, Production, and Shipments
with an increase in the proportion of orders received during t —2and
a decrease in the proportion of orders received during t —1,within the
aggregate of shipments for period t. Thus the higher (lower) the ratio,
the longer (shdrter) is the average lag of S relative to N.4°
When production runs at virtually full capacity, increases in ship-
ments may be constrained to smaller amounts than those predicted only
by the recent levels and changes of new orders and backlog-shipment
ratios. Severe shortages of materials due to strikes, etc., could likewise
interfere with the performance of the model. Popkin notes these and
some other possible shortcomings of his estimating equations. The
other models of the N-S relationship that are considered in this chapter
are subject to similar difficulties. However, the limitations to quarterly
data and to orders of only two quarters (t —1)and (t —2)may well
cause a misspecification of the lag structure, and other models not so
restricted are possibly better in this respect. This is the cost paid for
the presumably realistic and important feature of variable coefficients
combined with the ease of estimation and the predictive nature of the
model.47
In an effort to examine further the variable lag hypothesis in the con-
text of orders-shipments relations, I have applied equation (14) to the
OBE-Census major-industry data. The results are presented in Table
5-8.
For most of the industries, the directly estimated regression coeffi-
cients /3 are definitely significant statistically and have the expected
signs. Typically,is large and positive, whileis small and negative
(columns 2 and 3). This means that theimplied coefficients of
are likely to be large, except at high values of the backlog-shipment
ratios [according to equation (11)]. It is not surprising that the effects
46Thesimple average of one-quarter and two-quarter lags is a lag of 4.5 months, which would
apply ifN1_1and hadequal weights (a1,1 = a2,1). Thevalue of U/S associated with such a lag is
about 1.735, as implied by equation (15). When U/S is as low as 0.8 15,and a2 equal 0.7 17 and
zero, respectively, giving an average lag of 3 months; when U/S is as high as 2.743, a1 =0and
a2 =0.717,and the average lag is 6 months. Actually, the ratio of unfilled orders to shipments
(quarterly, seasonally adjusted, and deflated) fluctuated in l953—64 within a narrower range, approxi-
mately between 1.0 and 2.0. This implies a low value of the average lag of about 3.3 months (with
=0.645and a2 =0.072)and a high value of the average lag of about 4.9 months (with a1 =0.255
and a20.462).
Only a few small modifications of the assumed lag distribution were tried, with some success, in
the machinery-and-equipment analysis under review. The contents of the quarterly terms N1_1 and
N1_2 were redefined by one-month shifts forward or backward relative to the current quarter ito
whichrefers. The shift forward in time would cause a one-month "overlap" and a shortening of
the imposed lag structure; the shift backward would cause a one-month "gap" and a lengthening
of the lag. Popkin reports that the shortening worked better than the lengthening.Regression Analysis 227
on St of should be large, especially since they probably absorb
much of the influence of the omittedterms.
The /32 coefficients are approximately equal to 1 for all manufactur-
ing, the nondurables, and the other durables group, and are not much
smaller than 1 for total durables and the machinery industries (column
4). In these cases, then, the total effect on of does come close
to unity (the sums of the variable coefficients ai,t and a2,gequal132,
to rounding errors). For the other industries, the values of /32fallshort
of 1.0 by varying but at least appreciable margins. In these cases, the
constant terms a0 are also disturbingly large.
Once more the least satisfactory results are for total primary metals
and for blast furnaces. Here theare very large and highly significant,
and the 132areonly 0.66 and 0.55. Moreover, thecoefficients are
either positive, which contradicts the hypothesis that a1 varies in-
versely to UIS, or, more likely, are not different from zero, which
contradicts the notion of variable lag coefficients.48
The determination coefficients, R2, like their counterparts for the
other models, are very high (exceeding .9) for industries other than
primary metals and transportation equipment (column 5). Not sur-
prisingly, these correlations tend to be lower than those for the equa-
tions that include(see Tables 5-3 and 5-4), but the differences in-
volved are generally small.
The best feature of the regressions in Table 5-8 is the high Durbin-
Watson statistics, d, which give no indications of significant autocorre-
lation in the residuals. This contrasts with the generally low d values
for the quarterly regressions of St on and (see Table 5-3,
column 7 and note c).
The values of the variable coefficients ai,t and a2,ecanbe computed
given the estimates of/3k, and andthe reported figures for the
backlog-shipment ratios U/S. The estimates for the mean values of
U/S over the regression periods, and are shown in columns 7
and 8 of the table.
These measures are not apt to be satisfactory for interindustry com-
parisons of the lag structures, since each equation includes only two
new-order terms with the same time subscripts (t— 1,t —2).Estimates
These results are not inconsistent with the earlier ones which suggest that shipments of primary
metal products consist of orders received in the same and (perhaps to a larger extent) in the preceding



















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































.230Relationships Between New Orders, Production, and Shipments
of average lags may be obtained by multiplyingby 3 and by6
and adding the products. When this is done, the results vary only from
3.2 to 4.0 months among industries other than total primary metals
and blast furnaces. The actual differences between the average delivery
lags in the industries compared are, in all likelihood, considerably
larger, as indicated by the measures assembled in Table 5-7.
Variable vs. Fixed Lag Coefficients
Despite the weakness just noted, equation (14) turns out to be a
useful model in dealing with the specific question of the variability
of shipments lags over time. When compared with estimates which use
the same quarterly data to linkto and by means of fixed
lag coefficients (Table 5-9), the results obtained with variable coeffi-
cients are for the most part superior.
The implied average coefficientsand inTable 5-8 are strik-
ingly (and somewhat reassuringly) similar to the corresponding,
Chart 5-5
Regressions for Shipments of Durable Goods Industries and
Nonelectrical Machinery, Based on Variable Lag
Coefficients, Quarterly, 1947—65
PART A




directly estimated coefficients in Table 5-9,thatis, to b31andb32,
respectively.But the sums of the variable coefficients are in several
cases appreciably larger than the sums of the fixed coefficients (com-
pare columns 4 in the two tables). The constant terms are often con-
siderably smaller in the variable lag than in the fixed lag equations
(columns 1). The differences between the values of R2, while small,
also favor the variable lag regressions (column 5). And the Durbin-
Watson statistics are low for most of the fixed lag equations, suggesting
positive autocorrelations of the residuals, whereas the evidence from
the d tests for the variable lag estimates is generally favorable (col-
umns 6).
Only for total primary metals and for blast furnaces are the regres-
sions with fixed coefficients somewhat better than those with variable
coefficients, but neither type of equation works really well for these
industries; in particular does not emerge as a significant factor in
either model (see sixth and seventh lines in the two tables).
Chart 5-5 compares the estimates of shipments of durable goods
manufacturers and the nonelectrical machinery industry based on the











































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































.234Relationships Between New Orders, Production, and Shipments
variable lag model (Part A) and the fixed lag model (Part B), and refer to
the regressions shown in Tables 5-8and5-9.Here,as elsewhere,
shipments estimated from new-order data (Sest)showlarger variations
than do actual shipments (S), but the use of variable instead of fixed
coefficients reduces the amplitudes of Sestmarkedly,thus bringing
SestandS closer together. This is because in expansion, when the
levels of "older" orders are low relative to those of the more recent
orders, the former gain greater influence on the variable lag estimate of
shipments, while in contraction, when the reverse is true, the relative
influence of the older orders declines.49
Generalized Least-Squares Estimators
The disturbance terms are probably positively autocorrelated for
several of the relationships in Table 5-9, and it is interesting to ob-
serve that this cannot be attributed to the omission offrom these
regressions. (Actually, there is more evidence of autocorrelation in
Table 5-3, where St is related toas well as to and
A very simple form of the dependence of disturbances over time is
the first-order autoregressive scheme
Ut= pU1_1 + (16)
This relation is often assumed, although it is actually rather special
and may not apply, because knowledge about the true structure of the
disturbances is usually lacking and p is easy to obtain from the least-
squares regression of calculated residuals. The computed autocorrela-
tion coefficient can then be used to transform the variables and re-
estimate their relationship so as to get new residuals et, which are
presumably not significantly autocorrelated.51
Applying this approach to the residualsfrom the regressions of
Table 5-9, let us first estimate Pi from
=piu3t_j+ (16a)
by least squares. In cases where the coefficients Pi are definitely
However, the systematic error of overestimating the fluctuations of shipments, while substan-
tially reduced,isstill quite evident in the variable coefficients case. It should be noted that no provision
is made in any of the regressions for a capacity constraint that may limit the expansion of output
and shipments at certain times. Limitations of this sort could be responsible for some of the dis-
crepancies between Sest and 5, particularly in 1951.
Compare the Durbin-Watson statistics in Table 5-9, column 6, with those in Table 5-3, column 7.
Inefficient predictions and underestimation of the sampling variances of the regression coeffi-
cients are among the costs of a direct application of the usual least-squares estimation formulas to
situations involving autocorreJated disturbances. On the consequences and treatment of this prob-
lem, and in particular on the above approach as an implication of "generalized least squares," see
Johnston, Econometric Methods, pp. 179—88, 193—94.Regression Analysis 235
significant, the next step is to compute least-squares regressions for
the transformed variables according to
— = —Pi)+ —
+ — + eit.(17)
The regression coefficientsandin (17) are new estimates of the
effects onof and to be compared to b31 and b32 in Table
Theresiduals eie are subject to tests for the presence of auto-
correlation; if they are significantly autocorrelated, an iteration of the
procedure would be indicated.
The same method was also applied to the relations that linkto
as well as to and so as to learn more about the uses of this
approach in the present context and in particular to check on the effects
of the omission of NL from (17). That is, using the residualsfromthe
regressions of Table 5-3, the values of P2wereestimated from
112t = +e2t (16b)
and used to compute the transformed variables for equations
— = —P2) + —
+ — + — + e2t.(18)
The estimated autocorrelation coefficients rangefrom 0.0 19 to
0.735; the values of P2 vary from 0.064 to 0.830. Both PiandP2 are
very small for the metalworking industries, and at least one of them is
also small for the nondurables and the other durables group. The sec-
tors or industries for which both PiandP2 are large enough to appear
significant include all manufacturing, total durables, the group of in-
dustries reporting unfilled orders, the two machinery industries, and
transportation equipment.
From
=a3+ + b32N1....2 +
subtract
+ p3b41N1_2 + ptb:12N,...a +
Theresult is
— = a3(1—+ — + — +
Thisindicates the general relationship between the model used in Table 5-9 and equation (17). Of
course,the estimated coefficients differ, since direct least-squares procedures are appliedwithout
anyconstraints in both cases: to the basic data on S and N inTable 5-9and to the transformed











































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































.238Relationships Between New Orders, Production, and Shipments
Table 5-10 presents the estimates of equations (17) and (18) for
these six industries. The Durbin-Watson statistics are considerably
higher here than before the transformation of the variables (compare
the figures in Table 5-10, column 7, lines 1—6, with the corresponding
entries in Table 5-9, column 6). The d tests gave strong indications of
positive residual autocorrelatjons in Table 5-9 (all manufacturing,
durables, electrical and nonelectrical machinery, transportation equip-
ment); they suggest that there is little if any residual autocorrelation in
the equations of Table 5-10, lines 1—5.
Consistently with other findings (see note 52 and text above),
Pi <P2foreach of the industries covered (Table 5-10, column 1). A
few differences of the same kind still exist between the estimates from
the transformed variables, that is, between equations 17, which do not,
and equations 18, which do, includeUnlike the former regressions
in the first six lines [from equation (17)] the ones from (18) do, in some
cases, give considerable evidence of autocorrelated residuals. This is
shown by the values ofdfor the machinery industries, particularly non-
electrical.
The regression coefficients in Table 5-10 are lower for the current
and immediate past values of new orders and higher for the more dis-
tant past values, when compared with the corresponding coefficients in
Tables 5-3 and 5-9. For illustrations of the statements in this para-
graph, see the accompanying table. (Similar results can be obtained
All Manufacturing, Durable Goods Industries,
from Table from Table
5-10 5-10 5-10 5-10
(Part (Part (Part (Part
5-9 1) 5-3 II)5-9 I)5-3 II)
Coefficient








Regressions for Shipments of Durable Goods Industries and
Nonelectrical Machinery, Based on Transformed
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for the other industries from the same tables.) Moreover, the transfor-
mation of the variable results in "well-behaved" patterns of a mono-
tonic decrease of the lag coefficients in the direction of the past:
in each case (Table 5-10, lines 7—12). In contrast, b21
is often smaller than b22 in the regressions of Table 5-3, and b20, while
typically the largest of the coefficients there, is not always so. The
sums of the coefficients are somewhat smaller in Table 5-10 than in the
other tables. Since the present regressions essentially use changes,
they also produce lowerthan the other regressions which use levels,
but the values ofin Table 5-10, column 6, are still comfortably high.
Finally, Chart 5-6showsthat the applications of equations (17) and
(18) to the quarterly data for total durables and nonelectrical machinery
produce estimates that fit the recorded shipments quite well. The bias
of too large amplitudes is reduced to small proportions invalues
calculated by relating St to and only [equation (17)], and it is
almost eliminated in the improved estimates that also incorporate
[equation (18)1. In the former series, the peak values are somewhat
overestimated and the trough values underestimated on several occa-
sions, but few of the deviations are disturbingly large (the largest ones
refer to the durables in the early Korean phase in 1950—51). In the latter
series, the only sizable overestimates can be seen at peaks, in the first
quarter of 1951 (for total durables) and in the third quarter of 1959
(for nonelectrical machinery). The timing of the computed and actual
shipments tends to be coincident, on the average, with relatively small
deviations in either direction (one significant exception here being the
early downturn of the computed machinery series in 1959).
Summary
Shipments may be viewed as a weighted sum of past (and perhaps
current) values of new orders, for the dependence ofon Nt_f (i =0,
1,..., m)is basically a distributed-lag relation. In a regression ofon
the terms the sum of the coefficients of the latter is expected to
tend toward unity, given that new orders are taken net of cancellationsRegression Analysis 241
and for all the relevant past periods m. Various distributed-lag regres-
SiOnS, including those that include up to seven monthly or three
quarterly terms for and those with assumed forms of time-lag
structure (geometric, second-order), generally confirm this expectation
and the implied view of the lagged production (order-filling) process.
Regressions with several lagged terms in new orders suffer from
multicollinearity and positive autocorrelation of residuals. Typically,
the R2 coefficients are already high for equations that contain only the
shortest lags, but they do increase by small steps as successively
earlier values of new orders are included to account for the longer
delivery lags.
Geometrical lag distributions produce definitely better results. The
constant terms in most of these regressions are not significant, the
correlations are very high, and the fits, as shown by the graphs, are
good. On the other hand, the second-order distributed-lag functions
give no improvements except a few small ones for some of the monthly
data.
Autoregressive equations using linear combinations of past new
orders as "instrumental variables" compare favorably with the geo-
metric lag equations in a few cases. In particular, good results were
obtained for primary metal industries —just where the other regressions
had been found least satisfactory.
Median estimates of the typical delivery lags as derived from the
preferred regression models suggest rather long lags in the machinery
industries and short ones in primary metals and the "other durables"
group, with fabricated metals and total transportation equipment in
intermediate positions. The five-month lag for the durable goods sector
contrasts with the one-month lag for all nondurables. These estimates
tend to be smaller than the average lags of shipments at the turning
points in new orders, but, except for primary metals, the differences
are minor. The two types of timing measures have different meanings
and it is neither possible nor necessary to reconcile them precisely,
but some plausible reasons for the observed differences are suggested.
One of these is that the correlations between the short movements in
N and S may involve smaller lags than those between the longer cycli-
cal movements.
There is reason to believe that the lags of shipments behind new242Relationships Between New Orders, Production, and Shipments
orders are subject to systematic variation during the business cycle;
so the coefficients in these relations should be variable rather than
fixed. A model embodying variable lag coefficients has been applied
to the quarterly major-industry data and has been found in most
cases to perform well—definitely better than the estimates applying
fixed lag coefficients to the same data. The variable lag approach con-
sists in making the lag coefficients depend on the value of the backlog-
shipment (U/S) ratios, which serve as an index of the pressure of
demand upon capacity.